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Trust is important to enable interactions on the web, in particular with 
enterprises.  The trust that people have in enterprises can be built,
reinforced or modified via a variety of means and tools, including
personal experience, analysis of prior history, recommendations,
certification and auditing by known authorities.  The behaviour of an 
enterprise and the fact that it performs as predicted and agreed is
important to shape its reputation and perception of trustworthiness. In
particular, the way enterprises handle privacy has an impact on these
aspects. We focus on enterprises that recognise the importance of dealing
properly with privacy to increase their reputation and business 
opportunities. Important problems need to be addressed: how can
enterprises provide people with degrees of assurance that they will
operate in the way dictated by policies and privacy obligations, according
to people's expectations? How can enterprises explicitly manage these
policies? How can people check upfront that an enterprise has the right
capabilities to handle and process their personal data?  How can people 
have a constant, personalized feedback on the fulfillment of all these
aspects? We describe requirements, a model to address the problem and
provide technical details. Our work is in progress: initial prototypes have
been developed and further work will be done in the context of the EU
PRIME project.  
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Abstract. Trust is important to enable interactions on the web, in particular 
with enterprises. The trust that people have in enterprises can be built, rein-
forced or modified via a variety of means and tools, including personal experi-
ence, analysis of prior history, recommendations, certification and auditing by 
known authorities.  The behaviour of an enterprise and the fact that it performs 
as predicted and agreed is important to shape its reputation and perception of 
trustworthiness. In particular, the way enterprises handle privacy has an impact 
on these aspects. We focus on enterprises that recognise the importance of deal-
ing properly with privacy to increase their reputation and business opportuni-
ties. Important problems need to be addressed: how can enterprises provide 
people with degrees of assurance that they will operate in the way dictated by 
policies and privacy obligations, according to people’s expectations? How can 
enterprises explicitly manage these policies? How can people check upfront 
that an enterprise has the right capabilities to handle and process their personal 
data?  How can people have a constant, personalized feedback on the fulfill-
ment of all these aspects? We describe requirements, a model to address the 
problem and provide technical details. Our work is in progress: initial proto-
types have been developed and further work will be done in the context of the 
EU PRIME123 project. 

1   Introduction 

Trust is important to enable interactions on the Internet. People quite often have to 
trust e-commerce sites, service providers, online services and enterprises that they 
will perform as expected, they will provide the agreed services and goods and that 
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they will not exploit and misuse personal and confidential information. In this paper 
we will use the term “enterprise” to generically refer to organizations, service provid-
ers, etc.  

The trust that people have in enterprises can be built, reinforced or modified via a 
variety of means and tools, including personal experience, analysis of prior history, 
recommendations, certification and auditing by known authorities.  The behaviour of 
an enterprise, the fact that it will fulfill agreed tasks in due time and perform as pre-
dicted are all important aspects to shape its reputation and perception of trustworthi-
ness. Related to this, the way an enterprise handles privacy aspects has also an impor-
tant impact on trust. In this paper we explore and focus on how enterprises can handle 
privacy policies and users’ constraints and expectations in order to underpin trust and 
assurance. 

Privacy has an impact on the way enterprises manage personal and confidential 
data. Digital identities are one of the most important and valuable assets in the digital 
society. People disclose (aspects of) their personal data and confidential information 
to enterprises to engage in business interactions, transactions and obtain the provision 
of services.  

People have expectations about how these data must be managed. Privacy is one of 
these. Any use of these personal data beyond the agreed purpose and the given con-
sent can provoke major damages to people and the society: this includes spamming, 
identity frauds, identity theft and violation of fundamental data protection laws and 
privacy legislation.  

In the last decade a great deal of work has been done in the area of privacy, in par-
ticular from a legal and legislative perspective. Privacy policies [3] are a suitable tool 
to represent and describe privacy laws, guidelines and privacy statements, as they 
allow expression of rights, permissions and obligations. These policies let consumers 
know about web sites’ privacy practices: consumers can then decide whether or not 
these practices are acceptable, when to opt-in or opt-out and with whom to engage in 
business. If on the one hand the expression of privacy statements via policies is a 
significant advance in communicating privacy rights, permissions and obligations, on 
the other hand such statements are quite often difficult to understand: they take a long 
time to read and can change without notice.  

Users might want to express customized requirements and obligations about how 
their data should be handled and used. Specifically, privacy obligations are a viable 
tool to dictate to the enterprise ways to process data and interact with users: they 
might require various things, including the deletion of personal data after a prede-
fined period of time, periodic notifications to users about the status of their data, ways 
data should be accessed or disclosed to other parties, etc. Users might want to ac-
tively check for the compliance of enterprises to these privacy obligations once their 
data has been disclosed.  

In some cases users might also want to get some assurance of the capabilities of an 
enterprise, even before engaging in any interaction or transaction with this enterprise. 
This includes obtaining degrees of assurance that the enterprise can actually support 
specific privacy policies and obligations, that their data will be processed and man-
aged securely, that enterprises’ web services, applications and data repositories are 
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installed, run and patched according to security standards and good IT practices, that 
secure and trusted platforms are used. 

Checking upfront if an enterprise can satisfy some constraints and policies, impos-
ing privacy obligations on personal data and verifying their fulfillment over time are 
all important aspects that determine the perception of trust that a user has on an enter-
prise.  

In the last few years, enterprises have started to recognize the importance of these 
needs and the fact that dealing properly with privacy aspects and addressing people’s 
expectations is a win-win solution: enterprises benefit for this in terms of brand, repu-
tation and business; people can increase their trust in the enterprise’s ability to per-
form in a predictable and law conformant way. 

2   Addressed Problem 

Privacy and privacy management undoubtedly have an impact on the trustworthi-
ness of enterprises. In this paper we want to explore this area. Important aspects and 
issues need to be addressed: how can people check upfront that an enterprise has the 
right capabilities to handle and process their personal data? How can enterprises pro-
vide people with degrees of assurance that they will operate in the way dictated by 
policies and privacy obligations, accordingly to people’s expectations? How can 
enterprises explicitly manage these privacy obligations? How can people have a con-
stant, personalized feedback on the fulfillment of all these aspects? 

This paper aims at addressing the above problems. We mainly focus on the enter-
prise side of the problem: the goal is to build tools and solutions that help enterprises 
to enforce privacy obligations and allow users to check for enterprises’ compliance to 
these policies and any additional constraints. In particular we are interested in provid-
ing solutions to “good-willing” enterprises that are aware of the importance of pri-
vacy as a driving factor to underpin trust, reputation and a business enabler. Of course 
users must have mechanisms to express their requirements and intuitive and usable 
tools to check for their fulfillment. The solutions deployed within enterprises must 
support these user-side functionalities. We briefly describe our approach to these 
aspects and provide references to our work done in this area. 

We recognise that the problem cannot be solved only by deploying technologies: 
behaviors and implementation of correct process are very relevant. However our 
objective is to build technical solutions that can help enterprises to increase automa-
tion and help people to have additional support to make informed decisions about 
trust.  

3   Related Work 

Relevant work in the area of privacy and privacy management has been done on 
the legislative front. This includes European Community data protection privacy 
laws, various US privacy laws (HIPAA, COPPA, GLB, FRC, etc.) and more specific 
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national privacy initiatives. An overview of these initiatives can be found at [1]. 
Various guidelines are also available regarding the protection of privacy and flows of 
personal data, including OECD guidelines [2] that describe concepts such as collec-
tion limitation, data quality and purpose specification principles. 

The fact that enterprises run their business and operations in countries and areas 
subject to these laws is important in providing degrees of assurance to people. In 
addition, approaches based on seal programs [25], i.e. certification of compliance by 
third-party authorities can provide further assurance. 

Laws and seal programs imply the implementation of processes and behaviours by 
enterprises that must be continuously monitored: in many cases only general-purpose 
behaviour and procedures can be checked and audited. The fine-grained effect of 
their implementation is what eventually has an impact on people and their perception 
of the trustworthiness of an organization. In addition, these approaches do not take 
into account specific, fine-grained requirements, needs and constraints dictated by 
individuals. 

The usage of recommendation mechanisms [26,27] - based on people sharing 
evaluations of enterprises’ behaviours - is another well-explored approach for dealing 
with trust matters. These mechanisms can also be used to evaluate enterprises’ com-
pliance to privacy and, as a side effect, have an impact on the perception of the trust-
worthiness of an organization.   

This approach is complementary to the problems we want to address. We want to 
enable enterprises to proactively control, manage and enforce their privacy policies 
and provide more assurance to people by involving users in this process.  

Most of the traditional recommendation and feedback mechanisms involve people 
relying on the experiences of a trusted person. In our vision, in addition to this, peo-
ple should be able to build up their own trust perception of the behaviour of an enter-
prise by having tools to remember the expectations, policies and privacy obligations 
that they imposed on enterprises and being able to check for their fulfilment over 
time. 

Relevant work has been done by W3C with their P3P specifications [28] (and re-
lated framework) to allow people to describe in more details their privacy expecta-
tions and match them against the level of privacy supported by an enterprise. This is 
important to shape (aspects of) the trust that people might have on the enterprise. 
However P3P is mainly a “front-end” mechanism, in the context of web services. In 
its current form it is “passive” i.e. it only checks if people’s expectations are matched 
against promises made by the enterprise. It does not address the problem of allowing 
users to express fine grained privacy obligations; it does not provide mechanisms to 
check and prove upfront compliance with fine-grained constraints; it does not provide 
active feedback on the ongoing execution and fulfillment of privacy obligations and 
constraints by enterprises. Last but not least, it does not provide enterprises with a full 
framework for dealing with privacy policies. 

The problem of allowing people to check upfront for the compliance of enterprises 
to privacy policies and other constraints is very hard. In particular, it is hard for en-
terprises to demonstrate to users, in a fine grained way, that their IT infrastructure is 
secured and trustworthy and that their data will be processed according to the higher 
level security standards. This might include certifying that the specific services, ap-
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plications, platforms and data repositories that will handle users’ personal data are up 
to the users’ expectations. Again, seal programs and certifications do not address 
these issues at this level of granularity. 

 We aim at making progress in this space by leveraging work done in trusted plat-
forms and work under specification in the Trusted Computing Group (TCG) [29]. 
Leveraging trusted platforms and showing proof of their properties and usage in an 
aggregated way (to involve the relevant systems used by an enterprise) can provide 
degrees of assurance to users. In this paper we provide more details, and describe 
preliminary work done in this area.    

Relevant work on the management and enforcement within enterprises of privacy 
policies and obligations dictated by users and laws is described in [4,5,6,7]. An En-
terprise Privacy Architecture is introduced and described in [7], encompassing a pol-
icy management system, a privacy enforcement system and an audit console. Paper 
[6] introduces more architectural details along with an interpretation of the concept of 
privacy obligations. This concept is framed in the context of privacy rules defined for 
authorization purposes. This approach is further refined and described in the Enter-
prise Privacy Authorization Language (EPAL) specification [8]. 

The above work makes important advances in exploring and addressing the prob-
lem of privacy management in enterprises. Our main comments are on the suggested 
approach to handle privacy obligations i.e. to consider the authorization and access 
control perspective as the key driver for the representation, management and en-
forcement of obligations. Privacy obligations include aspects that are not really 
driven by authorization, especially when the set of events that triggers these obliga-
tions is extended, to include, for example, dealing with the deletion of confidential 
data at a specific date/event, periodically providing notifications to users about stored 
confidential data, dealing with ongoing requests dictated by users or laws.  

Privacy obligations are an explicit tool that can be used by users to describe their 
privacy requirements. The fulfilment of privacy obligations is fundamental to provid-
ing assurance to people and increasing their level of trust. This includes ensuring that 
privacy obligations are scheduled and enforced in due time, that they are strongly 
associated to personal data, that any violation is reported and processed and that the 
expected feedback about their enforcement is given to users. 

Part of the work described in this paper focuses on these aspects. In our approach 
obligation policies are first-class citizens with their explicit management. Compared 
to related work, we refine the concept of privacy obligations. Approaches to deal with 
(privacy) obligations have already been implemented in products, in particular for 
data retention [10] and in a variety of document management systems. Nevertheless, 
these approaches are very specific, focused on particular domains and handle simple 
obligation policies. Our work wants to push the barrier even further to create an obli-
gation management framework that can be leveraged in multiple contexts, for differ-
ent purposes, including providing support to enterprises and user from a trust and 
assurance perspective.  

A lot of work has been done in representing privacy policies, including obligations 
such as [8,11,12]. Work describing the monitoring of obligations in policy manage-
ment is described in [12]. Relevant work on mechanisms to associate policies to data 
is described in [4,5,6,7,9,14]. Each mechanism has pros and cons in terms of the 
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implications for existing enterprise applications, services and data repositories. We 
can leverage aspects of this work, in particular [9] to provide a stronger association of 
obligation policies to confidential data and degrees of assurance to people. 

4 Privacy Obligations and Assurance Policies  

This section provides more details about privacy obligations and other types of con-
straints that can be used by people to describe and convey their expectations to enter-
prises in terms of privacy and assurance. The way they are fulfilled by enterprises 
affects their reputation and trustworthiness. In particular we make the following dis-
tinction between privacy obligations and assurance policies:  

 
• Privacy obligations: these are a set of conditions, requirements and expec-

tations that need to be fulfilled by enterprises and organizations. They have 
operational implications on enterprises i.e. on the way enterprises store, 
handle, access and disclose personal data. They are usually formulated by 
users when disclosing personal data: they are associated to these data; 

• Assurance policies: these are a set of conditions and constraints formulated 
by people to obtain degrees of assurance from enterprises that their data will 
be processed according to their expectations, such as compliance to privacy, 
security and IT standards. These policies are usually formulated by people 
before engaging in interactions with enterprises. The proofs that enterprises 
can give about their capability to support these policies is important to reas-
sure people and has an impact on trust. 

 
4.1 Privacy Obligations  
 
It is hard to classify privacy obligations in a manner which is satisfactory for all envi-
ronments. They have different interpretations, implications and enforcement require-
ments depending on the context and the legislative framework where they are applied.  

The description of responsibilities and commitments dictated by privacy obliga-
tions can range from being very abstract to very specific. Abstract privacy obligations 
can usually be found in laws. More refined privacy obligations can dictate constraints 
with respect to disclosure of personal information.  Obligations can be expressed in 
terms of notice requirements, opt-out options, limits on reuse of information and 
information sharing for marketing purposes. Privacy obligations can dictate very 
specific requirements. This is the case where data retention has to be enforced for a 
long period of time or data is temporarily stored by organisations: privacy obligations 
can require that personal data must be deleted after a predefined number of years, e.g. 
30 years, (long-term commitment) or in a few days if user’s consent is not granted 
(short-term commitment) or when their account is closed. 

Privacy obligations can have “ongoing” and long-term commitments for organisa-
tions or might apply only for a short period of time and be transient.  

When dealing with privacy obligations, different aspects need to be kept in ac-
count: 
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• The timeframe (period of validity) that applies for obligations;    
• The situations/events that trigger the need to fulfil obligations;  
• The enforceability of obligations: an obligation can be technically en-

forceable or its implementation can only happen as the result of guidelines, 
human behaviours and best practices; 

• The target of an obligation and the implications: the target could be con-
fidential data, personal profiles, etc.;   

• The entities that are responsible for enforcing obligations and criteria 
specifying their accountability; 

• Exception or special cases that applies for obligations. 
 
The “privacy obligations” topic is complex and exploring all the possible implications 
and involved aspects goes far beyond the purpose of this paper. In this paper we spe-
cifically focus on enforceable privacy obligations related to personal and confidential 
data for enterprises, systems to enforce and monitor them and provide feedback to 
users. The fulfillment of obligations has an important impact on the trustworthiness of 
enterprises.  

 
4.2 Assurance Policies  

 
Assurance policies are constraints and conditions usually expressed by people upfront 
to their engagement with enterprises. They can require enterprises to provide degrees 
of proof about their ability to: 

• Support the enforcement of predefined privacy policies and obligations 
with respect to laws and legislation; 

• Run their processes, services and data repositories in a secure way; 
• Use secure and trusted systems [29], such as trusted computing platforms, 

to increase the level of security and trust in their operational activities.  
 
Related to the last point, people might want enterprise to provide them with proof that 
they use trusted computing systems to run critical processes and data storage: this 
could happen via the issuance of signed statements by enterprises or by allowing 
users to directly control some of the characteristics of enterprises’ platforms. Again, 
TCG/trusted computing platform mechanisms could be leveraged to check that these 
platforms include trusted platform modules (TPMs) [30] certified by trusted authori-
ties/manufacturers and that enterprises’ platforms and their software satisfy prede-
fined integrity constraints.  

5   Important Issues and Requirements  

Important issues and related requirements need to be considered by enterprises when 
dealing with the management and enforcement of privacy obligations and support for 
assurance policies: 
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a) Issues and requirements for privacy obligations   
 

•   Modelling and representation of privacy obligations: privacy obligations need 
to be explicitly modeled. This includes representing which data is affected by an 
obligation, the events and conditions that trigger the fulfilment of an obligation, 
actions to be carried on, who is responsible and accountable for their enforce-
ment;  

•   Association of obligations to data: the association of privacy obligations to the 
targeted confidential data must be strong i.e. not easy to be broken. This aspect is 
particularly challenging in dynamic environments where confidential data can be 
processed, moved around or sent to other parties;  

•   Mapping obligations into enforceable actions: when possible, actions must be 
expressed in a way that can be programmatically enforced. Otherwise they 
should trigger related processes and workflows;  

•   Dealing with long-term obligation aspects: the fact that obligation policies 
might require long-term commitments has implications on the longevity and sur-
vivability of related processes and the involved data;  

•   Monitoring obligations: it is important that the fulfilment of obligations is moni-
tored and checked against expected situations and behaviours. It can always hap-
pen that the fulfilment of obligations is either omitted or violated. Monitoring 
mechanisms must be orthogonal to the enforcement mechanisms. In case of dis-
covery of overdue obligations they should trigger their enforcement and create 
awareness about the encountered problems; 

•   User involvement: privacy policies and obligations are defined and enforced to 
preserve user’s rights on their personal data. Users need tools and mechanisms to 
remember and have visibility of the obligations they imposed to an enterprise and 
potentially monitor their fulfilment. This introduces requirements of transparency 
about organisational practices;      

•   Accountability management: the explicit management of accountability is fun-
damental to underpin trust and assurance in people. This introduces requirements 
in terms of auditing, tracking of obligations and their monitoring;    

•   Complexity and cost of instrumenting applications and services:  to be usable 
and deployable a privacy obligation framework should be deployed in a way that 
requires a minimum impact on applications and services.    

 
b) Issues and requirements for assurance policies   

 
•   Modelling and representation of assurance policies: assurance policies need to 

be explicitly modelled and their constraints represented in a way that can be pro-
grammatically processed. There needs to be a practical way for users to specify 
such policies and it is also important to be able to model and represent the an-
swers and statements provided by enterprises to people;  

•   Checking for compliance of assurance policies: mechanisms are required to 
allow enterprises to check the status of their IT infrastructure and processes 
against constraints and expectations provided by people. These mechanisms must 
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provide clear indications to people about the degree of compliance with these 
policies; 

•   Compliance verification: mechanisms need to be provided to people so that if 
desired their computers can remember their policies and expectations and check, 
over time, compliance against enterprises’ statements based on the enterprises’ 
behaviours and also various feedbacks.  

 
Being able to address the above requirements and issues is important for those enter-
prises that want to be transparent in the way the handle personal data and deal with 
privacy matters. This ultimately has an impact on the way enterprises are perceived 
by people and their trustworthiness in performing and executing in an expected and 
predictable way. 

6 Model 

This section introduces and describes our model to handle privacy obligations and 
assurance policies in enterprises. It addresses aspects of the problems stated in section 
2 and takes into account the above requirements and issues: it is work in progress. 
Figure 1 shows the core aspects of this model: 
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Fig. 1. Model of a system handling privacy obligations and assurance policies  

This model supports the following core interactions between users and an enterprise: 
• Users ask an enterprise to demonstrate their support and compliance to a 

set of policies: this can be done by users before engaging in any interaction with 
the enterprise. The “policy compliance checker” module, within the enterprise, 
issues compliance statements and potentially it supports degrees of verifications 
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made by users. The outcome is recorded and remembered by the “policy verifica-
tion and checking system” on the user side for future reference and control; 

• Users disclose their personal data along with their privacy obligations: user 
can dictate the set of privacy obligations and constraints they want to be fulfilled 
on their personal data. These obligations are processed within the enterprise by 
the “obligation management system”. Periodic feedback and notifications are 
provided to users, according to their expectations; 

• Users control and verify their expectations and compliance over time: the 
“policy verification and checking system”, at the user side, remembers commit-
ments, obligations and promises made by an enterprise. It processes them against 
evidence and information provided by the enterprise and potential third parties in 
order to verify their consistency and compliance. This module provides users 
with intuitive visual clues that help them to make decisions and influence their 
perceptions of the trustworthiness of an enterprise in executing what has been 
agreed.  

In this model enterprises explicitly check users’ “assurance policies” against their 
current practices and systems and issues signed statements about their degree of com-
pliance. These statements can be used for future verifications and checks. Enterprises 
allow users to express customizable obligations when disclosing their data: they man-
age, enforce and monitor privacy obligations and allow users to be kept in the en-
forcement loop. Obligations are remembered and periodically checked by users’ side 
tools.   

For example a user might engage for the first time with an enterprise that imple-
ments aspects of our model. In addition to other aspects that might be as well sup-
ported by the enterprise (such as seals and recommendations by other parties) the user 
might require the enterprise to assure them about their privacy practices, security and 
trustworthiness of their IT systems. The user might request the enterprise, by means 
of assurance policies, to provide them with fine-grained statements about their secu-
rity systems and business practices and declarations of which privacy policies and 
obligations they support, specifically to how their data will be handled. The user 
could go even further by directly checking the trustworthiness of some platforms, via 
TCG-enabled mechanisms [30], if supported.  The user can use their “policy verifica-
tion and checking system” to verify enterprise statements and promises, remember 
their expectations and re-check them over time.  

If the user is satisfied by these initial statements, they might decide to engage in an 
interaction or transaction with the enterprise and potentially disclose their personal 
data. In doing this, the user can specify their privacy obligations, for example in terms 
of data retention (i.e. deletion after a predefined period of time) and required notifica-
tion of access, usage and disclosure. Again, the user side “policy verification and 
checking system” has an important role in remembering these privacy obligations and 
enabling users to check them over time. For example, if data was supposed to be 
deleted on the enterprise database at a due time or if the user made the explicit request 
to receive no further notifications from the enterprise, the user can now actively 
check if these obligations are fulfilled or violated.  

The “policy verification and checking system” is an essential part of our model 
however its detailed description goes beyond the intent of this paper, as we focus 
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more on the enterprise mechanisms underpinning policy compliance check and obli-
gation management. A more detailed description of our work on this component and 
technical aspects can be found in [20, 24]. 

Last but not least, the way privacy obligations are handled can also be audited by 
the enterprise, the user and potentially trusted third parties. Auditing is another fun-
damental aspect to check statements and assertions made by enterprises. It should be 
at least tamper evident. Users should be able to access audit logs and use them as part 
of their control and verification activities.   

The fact that people are part of an active feedback loop that lasts for the entire du-
ration of their business relationships with an enterprise is very important to allow 
them to form, review or consolidate their perception on the trustworthiness of an 
enterprise.  

The remaining part of this paper provides more technical details about the systems 
and solutions underpinning the obligation management system and the policy compli-
ance checker. We envisage these systems as being part of current enterprise middle-
ware, in particular part of identity management solutions.  More details of how this 
could be achieved can be found in [20,21]. 

7 Technical Details 

This section provides technical details on our obligation management system and 
policy compliance check system. Fig. 2 shows a high-level architecture of an obliga-
tion management system.  This obligation management system includes the following 
components: 

 
1. Obligation Server: the component that deals with the authoring, management and 

storage of obligations. It allows the management of the association of privacy obli-
gations to confidential data and their tracking and versioning. Administrators and 
users can access, review and manage privacy obligations of their competence. It 
pushes active obligations, i.e. valid obligations, to the “obligation scheduler & 
manager” and relevant events to the event handler for their monitoring. One or 
more obligation servers can be deployed (and synchronised), depending on needs; 

2. Obligation Store and Versioning: the data repository storing (various versions 
of) obligations and their mapping to confidential data; 

3. Obligation Scheduler and Manager:  the component that is aware of which obli-
gations are currently active, their ongoing deadlines and relevant events. When 
events/conditions trigger the fulfilment of one or more obligations, this component 
activates the correspondent “workflow processes” of the “obligation enforcer” that 
will deal with the enforcement of the obligation. 

4. Obligation Enforcer: a workflow system containing workflow processes describ-
ing how to enforce one or more obligations. The enforcement can be automatic 
and/or could require human intervention, depending on the nature of the obliga-
tion;  

5. Event Handler: the component in charge of monitoring and detecting relevant 
events for privacy obligations. These events are defined and pushed by the obliga-
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tion server. The detection of events can happen via instrumented applica-
tion/services. They can also be directly generated by users, administrators, the “ob-
ligation monitoring service” and the information tracker;  

6. Obligation Monitoring Service: the component, orthogonal to the scheduling and 
enforcement systems that monitors active obligations and if they have been en-
forced (by analysing and checking for effects of the involved actions); 

7. Information Tracker: a component that focuses on intercepting events generated 
by data repositories, databases and file systems containing confidential data and 
providing this information to the event handler. It is aware of the location of confi-
dential data (as described by the obligation policies) and checks for movements 
and changes happening to this data;  

8. Audit Server: this audits the relevant events and information generated by the 
overall system components and involved applications/services.  
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Fig. 2. High-level architecture of an obligation management system. 

This system explicitly manages, enforces and monitors privacy obligations. Users can 
check the status of their data and the enforcement status of privacy obligations. The 
system also provides the user with the required notifications and feedback, as re-
quested by them. More details are provided in [21,22].  

In our model, a privacy obligation describes the relevant events/conditions trigger-
ing the obligation, actions to be enforced, the target (i.e. related confidential data) and 
accountable entities. A simple XML-based example of privacy obligation is described 
in [21,22]. Details of how to strongly associate privacy obligations to personal data 
via cryptographic schemas are described in [9,21,22]. It is also important to deal with 
longevity and survivability aspects of IT solutions when dealing with long-term obli-
gations. Work has already been done in this space, including [15,16,17,18,19],  and 
can be leveraged. 
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Figure 3 provides technical details about a “policy compliance checker” system.  
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Fig. 3. High-level architecture of a policy compliance checker 

This system includes the following components: 
1. Policy interpreter and handler: the component that interprets an assurance 

policy and determines if it is well expressed and can be handled by the system. 
If it can, it is passed to the “compliance coordinator and checker” component; 

2. Compliance coordinator and checker: this component coordinates the col-
lection of required information to provide support to tests/requirements ex-
pressed by a user via an “assurance policy”. It can potentially allow remote 
users to directly perform some test of platforms, for example trusted plat-
forms. This happens via the usage of the “trusted platform checker” and “ag-
gregator” sub components; 

3. Trusted platform checker: the component that interacts with and retrieves 
information about the status of critical platforms running enterprises’ services 
and applications and that store and handle personal data; it also analyses this 
information to assess the trustworthiness of those platforms with respect to the 
current context; 

4. Aggregator: this aggregates information collected from various enterprise 
systems, in order to provide a comprehensive result to the user; this may in-
volve analysis to provide an overall trust assessment; 

5. Enterprise system and services topology: database containing information 
about the topology of enterprise systems and services; this is used during the 
checking and aggregation phases; 

6. Enterprise policies and practices: database containing information about the 
policies and procedures supported by an enterprises It is used during the 
checking and aggregation phases; 

7. Signer: the component responsible for signing the statements made by the 
policy compliance checker for integrity and non-repudiation reasons; this 
could be done via a trusted hardware device such as a TPM [29]. 
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The policy compliance checker component is work in progress. At the moment we are 
exploring how an enterprise can provide simple assurance statements to users about 
the usage of trusted platforms [29,30] in an aggregated way, along with active verifi-
cation by users (using platforms leveraging the same trusted computing technology). 

8   Discussion and Current Work 

Dealing with assurance policies, generating compliance statements, enforcing and 
managing obligations, providing feedback and verification mechanisms to users is not 
a trivial task, especially when the final goal is to underpin trust and assurance in us-
ers. 

This paper describes preliminary work to address these problems, mainly from an 
enterprise perspective. Our aim is to provide “good-willing” enterprises with tools 
and mechanisms that help them to support privacy obligations and allow users to 
check their expectations in terms of privacy, security and trustworthiness of enter-
prises’ IT solutions. We consider the case where these enterprises are willing to col-
laborate with users, make assurance statements and be compliant with privacy poli-
cies and, more specifically, privacy obligations. Additional assurance and account-
ability can be added by hardening the audit server [31,32] and involving trusted third 
parties in the monitoring of the enforcement of obligations policies. 

In the end, what really matters is that users can make informed decisions whether 
or not they should trust enterprises, in particular form a privacy perspective. We ar-
gue that this can be achieved not only by relying on third parties’ recommendations 
or certifications but also on users’ direct experience and interaction with enterprises. 
Hence it is important for users to have tools to remember promises, statements and 
obligations underpinned by enterprises and periodically check them against evidence 
and feedbacks. More details about how we address these latter aspects can be found 
in [20]. 

Progress has been made in designing and refining the architecture of a system 
based on our model, both at the user and enterprise side. More details can be found in 
[24]. This work has been done in the context of the EU PRIME project [23]. 

Working prototypes of the “policy verification and checking system” (user side) 
and the “obligation management systems” (enterprise side) have already bee imple-
mented. More details on the latter prototype can be found in [22]. 

Progress has also been made in leveraging TCG-based trusted platforms and TPM 
modules [29,30], in the context of the “policy compliance checker”.  

9   Future Work 

Our work and research is definitely in progress: technical aspects need to be further 
refined and investigated, particularly the ones related to the “policy compliance 
checker” and the full integration of our solution in an enterprise identity management 
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solution. The overall implications for the involved enterprise applications and ser-
vices have yet to be fully understood. One of the reasons for developing our proto-
types is to make advancements in these areas by experimenting and refining our con-
cepts. Work in this space will be carried on in the context of the EU PRIME project 
[23]. 

10   Conclusions 

Among other things, privacy and privacy management are important to underpin trust 
and assurance in enterprises. In this paper we address related problems: how can 
enterprises provide people with degrees of assurance that they will operate in the way 
dictated by policies and privacy obligations, accordingly to people’s expectations; 
how can enterprises explicitly manage these obligations; how can people check up-
front that an enterprise has the right capabilities to handle and process their personal 
data; how can people have a constant, personalized feedback on the fulfillment of all 
these aspects?  

We introduce a model and a technical approach to make progress in addressing 
these problems. Our approach allows people to express, check, remember and verify 
“assurance policies” against statements and promises made by enterprises. People can 
define privacy obligations associated to the personal data they disclose to enterprises. 
On the enterprise side we describe systems for managing and enforcing obligations 
and for issuing policy compliance statements. 

Enterprises adopting this model and related systems can explicitly handle privacy 
obligations and provide additional assurance to people. People, on the other hand, get 
more information and detail for making informed decisions about the willingness and 
trustworthiness of enterprises in maintaining their promises. 

Our work is in progress: an initial architecture of our solution and related proto-
types have been developed in the context of the EU PRIME project. Future work will 
be done in this project to refine our concepts and prototypes. 
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